Chippewa Valley railroad
FOUNDATION
FEBRUARY, 2022
Next Meeting
- Tuesday February 1, 2022
at the Chippewa Valley Museum 6:45 PM
Wear a Mask

December Highlights:
• Observation coach inspection and repair completed.
• Boiler for No.19 moved from roundhouse to shop. All boiler fittings will be
cleaned and inspected in anticipation of re-assembling No. 19.
• New main rods fabricated and new crosshead guide fitted to frame No. 19,
• New Shop Door locking device installed by Jerry Halfen. Picture in mid January
posting

T

ruck Inspection and Servicing. At left,
Joe Sanick labels each component before
removal. Over the years, some parts were
missing, some bent, or components were the
wrong size. Joe completed the final inspection.

Pictures - Dan Perkins
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T

ruck Inspection and Servicing. At left,
Jerry Halfen, Ethan Winter and Byron Bobb
lift trucks off the serving rails to the floor so the
coach body could placed on the trucks . Above,
the coach is being moved to the roundhouse
and below, No. 19’s boiler is wheeled from the
roundhouse. It should be noted that Dan
Perkins was lying on the floor to position the
coach as it was lowered onto the trucks.
Everyone in the shop helped, so no pictures
were taken.
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No.l9

The final, major component is
the crosshead guides’ hangar.
The original interfered with the new driver.
Making a new one would be easier than
modifying the existing hanger. This is turning
out to be true as it appears the position of the
former guides were slightly mis-aligned.
Marc Brown, at left, is drilling holes for
mounting bolts for the hanger to the frame.
Below, the new hanger is in place and the new
guides’ positions are being determined.
Lower right, Marc rolls the center driver with
the main rod connected to the driver and the
crosshead for the first time, January 10th.
When the alignment of the guides are deemed
correct, they will be permanently attached to
the hanger.
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No.l9

Marc Brown and Jerry Halfen
begin the task of aligning and
shimming the right side crosshead guides. This
is a slow, tedious process. The locomotive has
been modified over several years by previous
owners and the Chippewa Valley Railroad. The
CVRR re-gauged 19 from 19 inch to 16 inch.
Lots hands created several issues to be
identified and corrected. For example, the
cylinders are mounted at different heights. One
cylinder was replaced in the late 1960’s. Fun!
Since the locomotive operated fine for us in the
past, we decided not to change the locations.
Since the observation coach is ab in the
roundhouse, work on the boiler fittings will
begin. First project is inspection of all steam
piping and fittings such as check and steam
valves and sight glass fittings. This a good time
to learn about a steam locomotive.

Shop

View of the shop after the coach trucks were removed from the service track.
After the service track was removed, the coach was moved in and placed on the
trucks. In the background, Marc Brown and Dave Peterson work on No.19.
Wednesday, January 12t was a busy day.
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No19

Throttle valve removed for repacking. The brass component required removing to
place new packing. So far, it is not cooperating. It is soaking in penetrating oil. It
may require a destructive removal and making a new one.

No19

Dan Perkins and Marc Brown rotate the center driver to check the fit of the main
rod. At the right, a laser helps check the position of the main rod in the main rod

pin.

Pictures this page - Dave Peterson
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Turntable Construction We are considering rehabbing the turntable. These 1978 construction
pictures may help us when we do it. Tha gallows style was added later. The turntable pit was created
years later when the roundhouse was built. Many loads of donated sand and base coarse was hauled
from American Materials. Pictured installing the center pivot post is Dave Peterson and Phil Bratcher.
The dog with Rob Brazeau is Bob Johnson’s.

Pictures this page A Robert Johnson
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